ries, evaluated settlement potential, and propelled vast numbers of people to remote and wild sections of America.3 GLO surveyors also played an unwitting role in creating sources that advance our understanding of the past. Ecologists, foresters, and archeologists have long used CL0 survey notes to assist them in reconstructing presettlement vegetation. 4 The notes left by the surveyors also include many observations of historical interest, especially since they traversed the countryside at the very beginning of American settlement. Thus, the GLO represents an important but underutilized source of evidence that predates most other written accounts.5 Information collected from the Ashley County area in southeastern Arkansas illustrates the potential of these records for historical research.6 GLO surveys were often the work of skilled observers. Well-regarded and relatively educated individuals, government surveyors had mastered technical tasks requiring considerable precision. Many prominent American leaders, like George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Abraham Lincoln, had been professional land surveyors at some point in their lives, and other surveyors were of considerable local renown.7 For instance, Nicholas Rightor, one of the more productive GLO surveyors in Arkansas, co-founded and platted the city of Helena before exploring and mapping parts of the Texas Gulf Coast for Stephen F. Austin. 'The original copies of the GLO land survey records (including plat maps, interior notes, and boundary line descriptions) are held by the Arkansas commissioner of state lands in Little Rock. The Works Progress Administration transcribed the original handwritten notes back in the 1930s and this typewritten version has been scanned into a computer archive. For a nominal fee, this digital collection can be accessed by contacting the State Lands Offtce at (501) 324-9222 or via the intemet at: http://www.state.ar.us/land/ land.html.
6The extent and detail of historical information in the GLO is highly variable and depends largely on the individual surveyor. Not all areas are detailed as well as Ashley County, but some are even better described. 7Stephen H. Spurr, "George Washington, Surveyor and Ecological Observor," Ecology 32 (July 1951 By the time Arkansas was surveyed, outdated "metes and bounds" techniques had been replaced by the congressionally-directed GLO system, ushering in standardized procedures designed for repeatability.13 This rectangular survey system first subdivided the landscape with township (analogous to latitude) and range (analogous to longitude) lines that were theoretically six miles apart. i4 As these lines were set, they formed parcels called "townships" covering roughly thirty-six square miles. Every full township was then divided into thirty-six numbered "sections" measuring 16Warwick, "West of the Mississippi," 28.
public domain be surveyed before it could be distributed.r7 Native American land claims also needed to be extinguished before clear title was possible. Including resurveys, federal surveying in Arkansas would continue for four decades. The portion of southeastern Arkansas that would become Ashley County in 1848 was traversed between 18 18 and 1855, with most of the work completed between 1826 and 1844. At least sixteen GLO surveyors traversed the Ashley County area, although most finished only one or two townships (see Appendix 1). Each surveyor was assisted by a small crew, many of whom were recruited locally. Although their number and tasks varied, a crew typically consisted of a campkeeper, two chainmen, an axeman, and perhaps a hunter. The campkeeper tended to the camp and prepared meals, chainmen carried the metal measuring tape and other equipment, the axeman cleared the line of sight for the surveyor and blazed and scribed witness trees, and the hunter supplemented the crew's provisions with wild game.'* Surveyors depended on their crew to help identify features (e.g., the names of lakes or streams) and perhaps even the species of witness trees. "
Surveying any part of Arkansas in the first half of the nineteenth century would not have been easy, and the region that would become Ashley County had only a few rugged trails and scattered homesteads prior to 1845. The small survey crews were isolated and sometimes without dependable sources of food, water, shelter, or medical treatment. A careless surveyor or crew member could get lost or seriously injured, as deputy surveyor Nicholas Rightor reported on November 21, 1828: "[i]n consequence of Mr Wm Pugh having burnt his foot very bad by means of our tent getting on fire in the night by the burning of the leaves, he will take the camp."2o Rightor also suffered the loss of several horses that drowned or ran off, including an $80 steed that disappeared near the Saline River bottoms in December 1827.*r Since surveyors were paid only a few dollars for every mile surveyed, the loss of a pack animal cost them doubly, 17Stewart, Public Land Surveys, l-30. The cash-strapped federal government would often reward soldiers with land grants, and the War of 1812 and various Indian engagements led to a large number of claims. Two million acres between the St. Francis and Arkansas Rivers in eastern Arkansas were allocated to fulfill these bounties, although very few claims were actually homesteaded by former soldiers. S. Charles Bolton, given the expense of a replacement horse and the reduction in their surveying productivity.22 The undergrowth was frequently reported as impenetrable, full of briars and vines, with poisonous snakes, biting insects, bears, and other dangers. Crews frequently endured harsh weather, often working in the cold, driving rains of winter or crossing perilously flooded bottomlands. The crews themselves also presented challenges to surveyors. With fixed monthly salaries ranging from $15 to $30, crew members did not share the same motivation as the surveyors to work regardless of the 22Rightor Benjamin H. G. Hartfield, and John E. Graham signed GLO contracts in 1834 that paic! them $4 per surveyed mile for their work. From these funds, surveyors were expected to supply their expeditions and hire their crews. Failure to complete a contract could result in stiff penalties of several thousand dollars. weather or thickness of the brush.23 More than once did Nicholas Rightor bemoan the lack of interest his crew had in working in adverse weather. For example, on December 7, 1827, Rightor wrote "on account of rain the hands insist on loafing." The next day, he added, "in consequence of cold rain my hands refuse to work at about 10 A.M."24 Illness also slowed the surveys. Deputy surveyor John Wilson lost two days of work in November 1834 to sickness, and deputy surveyor Abraham Bowman reported that William J. Climer, one of his chainmen, quit the crew "on account of his health."25
Most surveyors had little patience for those that did not meet their standards. In addition to the financial pressure to transit as many lines as possible, surveyors were also expected to certify the quality of their work, as there would be later checks to validate the surveys. Deputy surveyor Laurentine Eiler dismissed Lewis Baret "in consequence of neglection [sic] in the fulfilling of his duties," and deputy surveyor Caleb Langtree was even more blunt in firing campkeeper James Cooper for "sheer carelessness and stupidity."26 Yet the work of the surveyors themselves was not beyond reproach. Langtree had to spend a good part of 1855 resurveying some of southwestern Ashley County not only because of apparent inconsistencies in Nicholas Rightor's original traverse but because another deputy surveyor had failed to complete an 1842 subcontract:
I [Caleb Langtree] sublet. . . to one Columbus Whitten & paid him for the same but he, after running a few lines irregularly, finally abandoned it, after having sworn to execute the whole-The reason probably was that said township at that time was wholly uninhabited & almost impassable from thickets.27
Fortunately, this appeared to be the only full township in Ashley County that was entirely resurveyed, suggesting that fraud and ineptness were not major problems in this area. Despite the difficulties surveyors faced, the GLO created important documents of Ashley County's early decades. The people the first surveyors encountered, though, were not the original inhabitants of the land. The earliest settlers of the area had arrived thousands of years before. In the years before first contact with Europeans, southern Arkansas had been inhabited by the hunting and gathering Plaquemine culture.28 By 1700, disease, war, and migration had altered the Native American tenure of southern Arkansas, now dominated by Tunicans (descendants of the Plaquemines) and Quapaws. The Quapaw tribe ceded the majority of their territory to the federal government in 18 18, the year Ashley County was first traversed by surveyors.*' GLO surveyors sometimes observed what earlier Indian cultures left behind, but they typically paid little attention to the large prehistoric manmade mounds that occurred across Arkansas, including Ashley County. On the other hand, the "Indian mounds" deputy surveyor Caleb Langtree identified in his 1855 resurvey of T18S R9W in Ashley County were probably "prairie mounds" formed by natural causes.32 Unwittingly, perhaps, GLO surveyors described an environment shaped in other ways by the tribes of upland areas in southern Arkansas. Their use 178-182, for more on the possible origins of "prairie," "pimple," "mimas," or "gas" mounds, as these low, circular hillocks have been called. of fire to clear brush, provide forage, and sustain prairie openings would have noticeably affected the landscapes observed by the GLO surveyors. It is likely that many of the trails the earliest surveyors used probably originated with the Native Americans. 33 Their records suggest that Ashley County surveyors found very little evidence of the early explorers and missionaries who made occasional forays through southeastern Arkansas. The first permanent European settlers of southeastern Arkansas were subsistence farmers, trappers, traders, and hunters, many of Spanish, French, or mixed-blood descent. Land grants that had been awarded by Spain or France were generally recognized by the U.S. government and accommodated in the GLO through the use of "private surveys" that traced their outlines.34 These atypical property boundaries still remain, being most common along the major watercourses of eastern Arkansas. No such land grants appear in Ashley County, however, even though the original Longview settlement along the Saline River was robably established by a number of French colonists in the early 1770s. P5 Interestingly, Young Etheridge, in his history of Ashley County, doubted the existence of this community because deputy surveyor Nicholas Rightor did not mention it in his 1826-I 828 traverses of the region.36 However, deputy surveyor John Wilson did report a "French settlement" in the vicinity of Longview in 1 834.37
Through GLO records, one can begin to trace the initial phases of American settlement in the sparsely populated area that would become Ashley County.38 Development initially followed the major watercourses, even though snags sometimes limited navigability and ac- The surveys also document the development of a transportation infrastructure. The first crude roads, like the trace between Arkansas Post and Point Pleasant, Louisiana, connected only the major settlements. GLO reports show how in addition to laying out roads, settlers altered the natural landscapes from the very beginning. During his 1855 resurvey of the south boundary of Tl7S R9W, Langtree encountered a pine "deadening" covering several acres and later crossed another area where all the large timber had been killed. These deadenings resulted from farmers girdling standing timber and planting crops beneath the snags as a precursor to more intensive agriculture.47 Fire was also a favorite tool to clear land, kill snakes and ticks, and improve grazing conditions, so it is possible that the burned areas noted by GLO surveyors were not naturally ignited. For instance, Langtree encountered an area along the Ouachita River in which the "timber has fallen & burned up" adjacent to freshly logged pine stands.48
The first Ashley County surveyors found little evidence of commercial agriculture except along the lower reaches of the Ouachita River and parts of Bayou Bartholomew. They perceived a considerable potential, however. Conventional wisdom of the time held prairie lands to be particularly fit for agriculture. Rightor described the Smith Prairie in central Ashley County as having: a great deal of good farming land and I believe that it will settle and that before long particular about the prairies This day I have traveled through one beautiful prairie of very good soil Very high and beautifully rolling.49
Not every section of prairie would yield well-drained, rolling farmland, however. Some early surveyors encountered seasonally wet grasslands, going as far as to call a few locations "marshy."" These grasslands also provided important habitat for big game and livestock. GLO surveyors noted game because they depended upon it. Rightor indicated his hunter's success varied. One report mentioned the killing of two deer near some fallen trees, while another noted the time spent searching for a wounded black bear that apparently drowned when it fled into a river.
Large-scale cultivation began as the waterways opened for the transport of bulk goods and the land was cleared of timber.51 GLO surveys reflect the expansion of cotton culture. Deputy surveyor John Clark crossed a field adjacent to "Clark & Patton? cotton of Bayou Bartholomew (T16S R5W) in March 1837. 5$ in near the banks Deputy surveyor Charles Moore reported a few plantations and farms along Bayou Bartholomew in T16S R4W and Tl7S R4W by early 1839 (including one plantation he called "old," perhaps meaning abandoned).53 The township (T18S R9W) resurveyed in 1855 by Caleb Langtree had a considerable amount of cultivated land. Cotton plantations were mentioned most often, complete with gins ("a new gin putting up west of this cor[ner]") and tended by slaves ("a cotton house in the yard negro cabins to the left"). Occasionally, Langtree estimated crop productivity-according to his reckoning, some Ashley County farms yielded 1,200 pounds of cotton, 30 bushels of sweet potatoes, or 30 bushels of corn per acre.54 While cotton was the primary cash crop, Langtree also observed locals raising produce like sweet potatoes, corn, potatoes, turnips, and wheat, in addition to pasturing livestock. Few businesses or industries outside of agriculture or logging are mentioned in the Arkansas GLO, although notable exceptions, like "Dr. Danley's Medicine Shop" in Independence County, can be found.55
In addition to reporting on existing human improvements like homes, farms, roads, ferries, and mines, surveyors detailed exploitable natural features. For instance, deputy surveyor John Conway in 1843 noted a seam of "stone coal" while meandering the Saline River in what would become western Ashley County, a report confirmed by a state geologist almost two decades later.56 GLO surveyors often discussed the suitability of undeveloped landscapes for settlement, sometimes favor- For instance, surveyors used many impressively large trees to witness survey corners and section lines. Two different bald cypress witness trees from the bottomlands of western Ashley County approached twelve feet in diameter, while the biggest pine was seventy-two inches in girth and a few oaks and gums exceeded eighty inches.59
In noting the rich stands of timber, GLO surveyors anticipated the development of a timber industry in Ashley County. The forested bottoms along Bayou Bartholomew in eastern Ashley County sometimes commanded twice the selling price of uncleared uplands.60 Lumbering during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was an opportunistic industry, dependent on the economics of the times and the availability of wood. Initially, bald cypress was the timber species of choice, and several GLO surveyors commented on the quality of the Ashley County cypress. Deputy surveyor L. M. Eiler reported land as valuable solely because of its bald cypress timber, and Rightor found along Bayou Bartholomew "the best and largest of Cypress timber."61 Trees along major rivers were cut first, followed by the less accessible interior forests. Etheridge reported that some areas along the Ouachita and Saline Rivers may have been commercially logged as early as 1 826.62 In 1827, Rightor identified "a Cypress Swamp . . . where Mr. Henness is now cutting a raft [of logs]" at the confluence of the Saline and Ouachita (section 33, T17S RI OW). Caleb Langtree also mentioned logging activity in the same area in 1855, probably cutting loblolly pine to float to mills in Louisiana.63
In studying GLO records, it is important to remember that these men were not trained as historians or botanists. The observations made were those of ordinary citizens hired to do a difficult job under trying conditions in a place that may have seemed as remote as the moon. But in recording information about people and landscapes, they made a vital contribution to the historical record. Trudging through the mosquito and snake-tilled swamps of Ashley County, it is doubtful that these early land surveyors had any idea of that legacy. Fortunately for modern chroniclers, their written observations, when used in conjunction with more familiar historical sources, provide invaluable insights into territorial and antebellum Arkansas. -1828)  T15S RSW, T16S R4W, T16S R5W, T16S R6W;  T16S R7W, T16S R8W, T16S R9W, T17S R4W,  T17S R6W, T17S R7W, T17S RSW, T17S R9W;  T17S 
